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ABSTRACT

,Studies of global change and other regional issues depend on

ecological data collected at multiple st_,dy are_ or sites. An
information system model is proposed for compiling diverse data from

dispersed sources so that the data are consistent, complete, and readily
available. The model includes investigators who collect and analyze

field measurements, science teams that synthesize do*a, a project

information system that collates data, a data archive center that
distributes data _a secondary users, and a master data directory that

provides broader searching opportunities. Special attention to format

consistency is required, such _s units of measure, spatial coordinates,
dates, and notation for missing values. Often data may need to be

enhanced by estimating missing values, aggregating to common

temporal units, or adding other related data such as climatic and soils
data. Full documentation, an efficient data distribution mechanism,

and an equitable way to aeknowledge the eriginal source of data are

also required.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Research and assessments of global change often entail ',he synthesis and

modeling of ecological phenomena over regions and require multidisciplinary data

fi-om multiple study area._ or sites. Thus, an integrated database comprising historical
data, newly collected field data, remotely sensed image data, and GIS coverages is
needed. To achieve consistency and completeness, the data must be adequately

documented, as well as processed and enhanced. The challenge ofcombbaing diverse
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dataforglobalchangeresearchhasbeenstudiedbya NationalResearchCouncil
reviewcommittee(NRC, 1995).On thebasisofsixcasestudies,theNRC committee

idcntificd18barrierstotheinterfacingofdataand developed10keystosuccess.

Only two ofthetonrecommendationsdealtwithteclmologywhiletheothers

addressedcul_,n-alaspectsofmanagement,human behavior,and marketingassociated

with.developingintegratcddataresources.The comp_ion challengeofcnsttringthe

availabilityofecologicaldatahasbeen studiedbytheEcologicalSocietyofAmerica

(Gross et al., 1995), which identified a growing concern that Iong-tcrm ecological
data are lost after projects arc completed bccausc investigators move on to other
interests and the data arc rarely arch_,vcd.

An example of a largo integrated, intersite project is the First ISLSCP
(International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project) Field E×pe.dment (FIFE),
funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The FIFE

project collected intensive remote-sensing and field data oft a prairie site in Kansas in
1987 and 1989 to better understand fluxes between the land surface and the

atmosphere and to develop associated remote-sensing methodologies. The project
included 29 teams organized in 6 disciplinary groups. An extensive collectiou of
F!FE data and metadata were compiled and distributed as a 5-volume CD-ROM set

(Strebel et al., 1994a), and the FIFE information system was used as an example of a
conceotual framework for scientific information systems (St.rebel et at., 19q4b). A

recent compilation of 300 pub!ieations associated with FWE and a survey of users of
FIFE dam highlight the scientific value of readily available, well-documented data _o

a multidisciplinary study (see the World Wide Web site at http:/twww-

eosdis.ornl.gov.0.

Projects conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (OI_NL) have employed a

process to produce integr,,ted databases for use in modeling and assessments at the
regional and global scale. Currently ORNL directs the Distributed Active Archive
Ce._ter (DAAC) for Biogeoc:iemicai Dynamics, _ part of NASA's Ea,'th Observing

System Da_ and Information System (UOSDIS) Project. EOSDIS forms an integral
part of NASA's contribution to the Global Change Research Progr, un. Nine DAACs
plus A._liated Data Centers archive and distribute EOSDIS data. Drawing upon the
ORNL DAAC's experience in collecting and distributing data, this paper proposes an
information system model to package and distribute ecological data for studies of

global change.

The information system model incorpo_tes data processing a.s an integral

component of ongoing activities associated with a project, especially among science
teams within a project or at individual sites of a multl.site project. Although the needs

for a specific project may provide the incentive and focus for assembling, enhancing,
and documenting multisite data, the model proposed here contributes to creating
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specific dataset metadata are the EOSDIS Guide document (see Web site at
http://harp.gsfe.nasa.gov:17291eosdis...d0cument._guideshells/dataset.htm10 and a
proposed nonspatial metadata standard for ecological data (Michener et at., in press).
The GCMD and EOSD'S activities are both developing and maintaining con_olled

sets of keywords to characterize datase_s.

Similar to writiJ_g scientific papers, preparing met,adam is a joint effort among the

author(s), technical editors from the project information system staff, and peer

reviewers representir, g science teams or potential dataset users, lr, vestiga_ors
responsible for collecting the data are expected and encouraged to provide a first draft
of their dataset metadata for a review process. The project information system staff
review the initial metadata in temas of format, completeness, and consistency,

including adding standard publication elements such as keywords and acronym
definitions. Review comments are evaluated by the project Lnformation system staff

and, if revisions are h,adicated, the author. The project information system group will
inco,_orate changes based on the author's approval. Finally, the metadata will

accompany the data and be submitted to the distribu'don and archive center for
editorial review and incorporation into _e information system.

2.3 CREDITS

To encourage individuals to compile data, clear ways must be developed to give
credit to the individuals associated with data compilation, especially [n

multieomponent projec,*s. Credit should be conveyed by cRations that indicate the
individuals respons_.ble for the data in the dataset. The preferred citation, ia a format
similar to journal references, should be included in the metadata. Because datase_
are sometimes combined for synthesis or modeling applications, a policy must be

developed for citing data from multiple contributors.

In addition, individuals associated with data processing desem'e credit for their
involvement in the research process, involvement that often goes beyond prc_viding a

basic computer service.

2.4 DATA ENHANCEMENT

Even when well-documented dnt_ets are available, they must be augmented, or

enhanced, before they can be used in new applications. Enhancing the data, as used
in the context of this paper, refers to data processing that is often required to perform

integrzted analyses and modeling withha a multicomponent project. An enhanced
datasel is a data product which is produced from an initial dataset and which is made

complete and consislent within itself. The enhancement process addresses the

practical aspects of hacomplete dztasets associated with field work (e.g., problems
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associated with broken instruments, miscalibrated sensors, observer errors, and
unusual field events). Missing values or outliers may be replaced with estimated

values with appropriate flags and documentation of the estimation process.

Calibration factors may be adjusted on the basis of an analysis of the project data.
Data may be aggregated or extrapolated to create datasets with appropriate spatial and

temporal characteristics. Associated site data--such as data related to soils,
topography, and climate--may be acquired from other existing sources as needed by
the models and become part of the e_hanced dat_et.

2.5 DATA DISTRIBUTION

The Interact provides a powerfal mechanism for facilitating the flow of
information to a wide variety of users. During the active phase of a project, all of the
individuals and teams and the project information system may have Web sites with
links to each other. However, this technology does not automatically solve the

concerns about documenting the data, integrating disperse data, or creating a long-
term data archive. Although the technology for creating individual Web home pages

is widely available, the eanctionality of the sites varies depending on the backgrolmd
mad resources of the site administrators, tune basic functions of a Web site that
distributes data should include distributing data on multiple media, allowing data

browsing even by users with limited !nternet capabililie.% maintaining and
distributing metadata, offeri.ng a dam-search-and-order capability, providing data
security, and provid_g a data archive.

3.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION

The proposed information system model stresses providing a structure and
incentives for individuals to prepare and release documented data. A five-tiered
model is advocated: (I) individual investigators, (2) science teams, (3) a project

information system, (4) a data distribution and archive center, and (5) a master data
directory or catalog. Such a hybrid information system l_c,det builds on the
organization and expertise of science tea.ms (Tier 2) within the project. Functions
may overlap or vary, at each of the tiers, but the data flow must be defined and
communications must be maintained among the tiers. This model contrast_ with
traditional information system models for research projects, which often do not
address the long-term maintenance of data. The model is similar to _at discussed by

Str.ebel at al. (1994b), but with additional emphasis of the responsibilities of the
science teams and the data distribution and archive center.
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3. [ INVESTIGATORS

Investigators help develop the overall project objectives and experimental plan,

and each investigator is responsible for collecting, inputting, quality*assuring,

processing, documenting, and even_ally submitting ",.heir data to the project

information system. Investigators are expected to follow general project guidelines

and to meet a schedule for managing their data. Data preparation can be costly, often

beyond the investigators' interests and resources. Therefore, it is essential not only to

provide guidance and resources but also to ensure that individuals receive credit and

that incefltives are given, such as coauthorship of papers from participating science

teams.

The investigators" roles may include collecting, inputting, and quality-assuring

their data; documenting the data, following project guidelines; submitting data to

science teams and/or the project hffo,mation system; and authorizing final release of

the data to others.

3.2 SCIENCE TEAMS

Most large field projects consist of several subgroups of investigators focused on

studying different themes (e.g., an atmospheric team, a terrestrial team, a soils tea.u)

or investigators conducting similar work at different study areas or ._ites. In either

case, these subgroups, or science teams, provide a level for addressing the issues of

consistency and completeness in processing and documenting similar data. These

teams are a logical level to bear the responsibility for de£ming common data

collection methods, processing algorithms, and associated data formats; achieving

data consistency a_d completeness; and meeting overall project data management

schedules. Often these science teams publish papers as coauthors. Each science team

would coordinate the development of data associated with its particular domain,

including decisions about data requirements, dala to be compiled, data formats,

derived data products, and schedules. The team leader for each domain would

provide technical leadership but may have additional resources and staff from the

project information system to provide technical support_ The project leader would

provide oversight and coordination between the teams so that the data and data

producL_ from the team_ would flow into the project information system.

The teams would be _esponslbte for submitting clean and documented da_ to the

project information system in the designated format or as close to it as possible.
Team leaders would be resl: ,nsible for collating da_a inputs from ',.he investigators,

performing quality assurance (QA) checks and metadata reviews, and possibly

processing the collated data with standard algorithms. The QA cheeks include plots,
statistics, and sorted lists; a review of logical combinations of variables;
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standardization of dates, times, coordinates, units, codes; and consistent data

org_.nization with consistent naming conventions. Comparing data from multiple
sites can often facilitate QA checks that otherwise are not normally performed on a

s ire-by-site basis.

Data management roles associated with the science teams may include
establishing scientific objectives, methods, data requirements, and schedules for the
team; maintaining communications among a!l ofthe project participants with respect
to data needs and avaita_,dity; collating investigator datasets, using common formats;

conducting QA checks, standardizing data contents, and fillhlg in missing or problem
data as required; and submitting data to the project information system.

3.3 PROJECT INFORMATION SYSTEM

The project information system provides data processing and analysis support for
the project investigators, distributes project information and data to project
investigators, and performs other functions. The project information system woTks
closely with investigators to prepare accurate and documented datasets by reviewing
the QA checks, perforating consistency and completeness checks, and reviewing
doctmaentation.

Although the project information system is integral to the project, some
investigators view it as an unnecessary expense and an intrusion; therefore the flow of
data to the project information system is often inhibited. To establish a linkage to
expedite the flow of data at the later s_ges of the project, it is vital to involve the
information system group in all aspects of the project from the beghar, ing.

The project generally does not support distribution to a broader set of users or
commit to long-term archiving of the data. As datasets are cotnpleted or at the end of

the project, the group submits clean datasets and metadata to a distribution and
archive center for distribution to the general, public. The project may establish a Web

home page to provide information to investigators within the project. The Web home
pages for the project and the distribution and archive center would have links to each
other.

Roles of the project information system may include gathering historical and
background data; assisting in experimental plan development; establishing data and
metadata standards for the project; assisting in the implementation of project
infrastructure and field site operations; interacting with investigators and science

learns; developi_ and operating the project information system; providing data
analysis tools; processing auxiliary site, meteorological, and satellite/aitcrat_ remote-
sensing data; managing project data ('back up, access control, etc.); maintaining an
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up-to-date inventory of data deliveries; maintaining and monitoring on-line data
access; distributing copies of large off-line data.sets; performing QA checks and

process ing data as i'equested; documenting and/or reviewh-_g metadata; incorporating
data in the project database; preparh_g final datasets for public access; and
transferring data to a long-term data archive center.

Project information may include, but is not limited to, the following: project
description; workshop and meeting su_mnaries; project policies, guidelines, and
standards; task checklists; invest:3ator contact list; st'ady area georeference
information for each site; standard methods or algorithms; data inventory and data

needs; models and model input requirements; geographic information system (GIS)
base data; remote-sensing data; flight logs, videos, site photos, aerial photos, as_d

maps; selected bibliographies of key papers; and extensive annotated bibliographies.

3.4 DISt'I'RJBUTION AND ARCHIVE CENTER

The long-term distribution and archive center maintains the data, distributes data
and metadata, and provides support to users of the data. The ORNL DA.AC is at),
example ofsuch a center. The center works with the project members to identify how
best to serve their needs and to establish a schedule for transfen'ing data. Data is
transferred to the center as the project finishes or as individual data.sets are completed.
Data are reviewed for consistency and completeness and entered into the center's

information management system. The center requires finmaeial and institutional

support, to provide long-term archive ofthe data.

The distribution and archive center ensures data integrity during the transfer from

data providers to the center; reviews or compiles documentation to ensure that it is
accurate and complete and that it will provide present and future users (those not
directly involved or familiar with the project) adequate information to understand the
nature of'.-he datasets and to assess the appropriateness of these for purposes beyond

the scope of the original project; reviews or processes data to ensure that the data
accurately represent the documentation and are consistent and complete; generates
accurate and adequate metadata for use as search criteria that will enable users of
varying scientific backgrounds to locate existing data to meet their needs; extracts
valid key'words for search and order functions; acquires approval from data providers
for fm_l data product prior to public release; and loads _e data and metadata into thc
data center information system.

The data center functions include providing data security with password

protection and backups of data files; providing links to investigators, project science
teams, and project informatSon system Web pages; archiving data (multiple copies,

long-term retention, migration to new medium as required); notifying users of any
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errors, changes, or updates to the data; advertising and actively marketing available
data resources among scientists and other usei's; mahltaining standard and valid

keywords; supporting a data search-al_.d-order capab;.lity; providing user support; and

supporting data needs of decision makers, educators, and Lhe general public.

The center will continue to maintain, distribute,, and archive the data aaer the

project finishes. "Filecenter supports the field project by providing a lip& between
users and data providers. That is, the center generally may be able to answer many ot"

the user questions, but if necessary, the center could correct investigator_ for more
information. In addition, to provide the post-project support, the center may routinely

generate statistics on users of the data, solicit informatior, from the investigators on

publications and new data- products, solicit information tYom the investigators and
user community about potential errors and updates, provide a mechanism for

investigators m exchange ideas on proposed activities or improvements, incorporate
new data and data updates, and communicate changes arm updates to users.

3.5 MASTER DATA DIRECTORY

Master data directories, or data catalogs, contain large collections of descriptions
of datasets but do not work directly with or archive the data. The data directory

contains pointers to the numerous locations that contaL,1 the data. Generally,
dk-ectory-ievel metadata are very broad in their coverage so that they assist a scientist
in learning what data are avaifable for a particular m'ea. The metadat_ allow a user to
determine whether a dataset is interesting enough that additional specific information

should be sought. Directory-level metadata can usually be used to reject a particular
entry. However, to fully determine whether the dataset located in the directory is of
real interest to the scientist, more information about that dataset is required at mother
level of the metadata hierarchy. To acquire the actual dataset described in the master

data directory, the user must access the center or i.r,_ividual that maintains the dataset.

The NASA-funded GCMD is an example of a master data directory. A long-

term goal of this effort is to provide science users with the ability to find and view
in formation about _ience data regardless of what data system actually holds the

metadata. The directory met,adam interoperability has been addressed through two
mechanisms: the development of a Directory Metadata Interchange Format (DIF)

and the development of a DIF-based master directory that contains data across
agencies, disciplines, and international boundaries. The DIF contains about 35
descriptive fields with controlled lists ofkeywords for many of the fields. The
GCMD, including a description of the DIF structure, can be accessed at

http:l/gcmd.gsfc.nasa.govL
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

As a research ccn'ununity, we are challenged to develop and share the data

resources generated by our research, both within projects and with external users.
TI',esharing and integrating of data from muIticomponcnt projects can be more
efficientifseveralgeneralprw,ciplesagoconsideredindevelopingaproject

informationsystem.Devclopmontofthesystemshouldincludeestablishingtheflow

of data from investigator to a long-term dam distribution and archive center,
maintaining communication.,; among the several tiers involved in the flow, developing
thematic, science teams to addrcss and pcrform data processing to ensure consistency

and completeness of data for analysis and modeling needs, and instituting policies to
give the data producers adequate credit for _eir efforts. In addition, to more fully
share data, the scientific community should provide incentives for data sharing,

recognize datasets as valuable research products, establish citation policy for data,
establish guideline for metada_ develop efficient data distribution systems
(networks of inventories and archives), and promote the allocation of long-term
financial and institutional support for scientific data.
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